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It is 10:30 p.m. on a Monday and senior Fanny Lau just got done with a meeting. In compari-son to the The Lawrentian work nights, which typically go until four in the morning some nights, 10:30 really isn’t that bad.“I am excited to finally attend Senior Nights in the VR,” admits Lau, Editor-in-Chief of The 
Lawrentian.“Wednesday nights around ten is when Fanny and I are just buckling down to do our work, “ said senior Anna McMorrow, Copy Chief of The Lawrentian.Despite this, both women stress that they are going to miss working on the newspaper. Both active since their freshman years, the paper has been a pivotal part 
of their time here at Lawrence. “I saw an ad when I was visit-ing friends in Kohler [my fresh-man year]. It turned out that the news editor at the time was des-perate for writers and I thought I had fulfilled all of her high, high criteria for news writer, “ said Lau. Besides that, Lau was also excited to get involved because she would read the Chicago Tribune every morning before school. “Little old me thought it would be fun to pretend I could write like them, “ said Lau.Since then, Lau has integrated her love of interacting with people all over campus with her position as news writer, News Editor and, eventually, Editor-in-Chief (EIC).“I’ve always been obsessed with instilling a sense of com-munity within an organization,“ said Lau. One of her main goals as EIC was to create a communal experi-
ence for all the staff members. As a result, she chose to uphold one of the policies of her predeces-sor, senior Jaime Cartwright. This policy changed the responsibili-ties of the section editors, allow-ing them to do the layout for their respective sections. Previously, the weekly design of the new issue had fallen on the shoulders of the paper’s layout editors.“What’s cool about editors learning InDesign and laying out their own sections is that it has really shifted the culture of The 
Lawrentian on Wednesday nights,” commented Lau. “How it was laid out was a product of the team’s collaboration.”Lau admits that one of her proudest moments on staff was when she noticed that a couple editors, who had finished laying out and editing their pages, were 
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At a time when our abil-ity to study the human brain has reached new heights, and when anyone can become an entrepre-neur simply by having an idea, an internet connection and a little funding, Lawrence has announced the addition of a neu-roscience major and minor and a concentration in Innovation & Entrepreneurship to its academic offerings.Both programs have been in development for several years as they have seen their popularity grow among students. For several years now, Lawrence students have been self-designing neuro-science majors as well as taking class offerings such as “In Pursuit of Innovation.”Sophomore Zabdiel Ek-Vasquez was already planning on self-designing a neuroscience major before the announcement, and he was excited that the biol-ogy and psychology faculty came together to create a formal major at a time when it’s becoming an increasingly important field.“This is the era of neurosci-ence,” said Ek-Vasquez. Ek-Vasquez also highlighted the importance of having a major 
This weekend, several stu-dents joined a rally of more than 400 protesters speaking out against the expansion of the Keystone XL pipeline. Seniors Inanna Craig-Morse and Catherine DeMets organized the trip for the 
seven Lawrentians who attended the protests. They departed from campus bound for Washington, D.C. and returned earlier this week on Sunday, March 2. The body of protesters consisted mostly of college students from across the country who gathered outside the White House.The Keystone pipeline pumps oil to various refineries in Canada and the United States. The exten-
sion of the pipeline is designed to run through some central areas of Canada and the U.S.A. as well as tap into oil reserves in the Canadian Tar Sands, which has dramatically worse effects on the environment than other methods of extracting oil. The pipeline’s proposed extension, however, has had to push through a myriad of 
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See page 2 Incoming EIC Zawacki (left) transitions for her new position with current EIC Lau. Photo by Katie Crawford
The Lawrentian transitions editorial board; Zawacki tapped to be new EIC
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer
______________________
Lucy Pipkin
 Staff Writer
_________________________The purpose of most par-ties held in fraternity houses at Lawrence is not to give to charity or a social cause, but the party in Sigma Phi Epsilon—also known as SigEp—on Saturday, March 1 from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. called One Billion Rising was thrown specifically to raise awareness about domestic violence. It is the result of a part-nership between the Lawrence chapter of Amnesty International and the brothers of SigEp.In total, the groups gathered 130 signatures for a petition to email President Mark Burstein about raising awareness of sexual assault and domestic violence to the Lawrence campus. They also collected $200 in donations for the women living in Harbor House Domestic Abuse Programs, a shel-ter and crisis center for survivors of domestic abuse and their fami-lies. The event was part of the worldwide One Billion Rising For Justice campaign, whose mis-sion is that “one billion people in 207 countries rise, release and dance to demand an end to vio-lence against women and girls.” Independently organized events occurred worldwide on Friday, 
See page 2See page 12
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News Editor
______________________
Seven Lawrence students, including sophomore Ali Heiring (pictured above) traveled to 
Washington, D.C. to protest the Keystone XL Pipeline during the first weekend in March.
Students protest Keystone XL Pipeline in D.C.
Amnesty 
International 
event causes 
discomfort 
and debate
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political obstacles. However, as a final decision nears, more than 400 students decided it was time to demonstrate their opposition to the construction of additional pipelines.“It’s not just the Keystone Pipeline, it’s our opportunity to fight climate change as a whole,” said senior Guerrin Platte. As opponents argue, the Keystone Pipeline may pave the way for even less action on environmental issues. “Even if the XL expansion doesn’t make the problem worse, it admits that there isn’t a solu-tion to the harming effects of fossil fuels,” says DeMets.Local police, who made sev-eral hundred arrests over the weekend, thwarted the students’ passion for environmentalism. “We started out really excited, tied to the fence but it was tough to endure the hours in the cold weather. We were treated just the same as any other person getting arrested. It was a reality check. There was a sense of shared suf-fering. Every time somebody would get arrested, people would 
cheer for them. There was a lot of camaraderie,” Platte remarked. Although some were wary of the long-term implications of an arrest, senior Josie Harris came into the weekend prepared for such an event. “For me, I couldn’t come up with a reason to not go ahead and get arrested for a cause that I found important for me, and for the whole world. I was pretty sure it was going to happen. I defi-nitely don’t regret it.”Although the students were exposed to the elements and expe-rienced significant discomfort, those arrested at the protest feel that the arrest makes the message all the more significant. The orga-nizers of the protest assembled participants in a chapel the day before the protest and gave talk-ing points on what to do should police begin making arrests. Participants were advised only to carry an ID and cash to pay the fines associated with the arrests. This vastly improved the efficien-cy of processing the arrests, which was beneficial both to the police and protesters. The repercussions of the arrests were the most minor of chargers, not even being a misde-meanor. Most individuals arrested 
had to simply pay a fine. In an interview conducted Tuesday evening, the Lawrentians who participated in the protests discussed how to make climate change a more relevant issue here in Appleton. “One thing we can do in gen-eral is just stay more informed about these issues. It’s surpris-ing that people don’t know what Keystone is. Staying informed enables us to vote in an informed manner. It’s a critical part of voicing your opinion, “ DeMets remarked.“People assume ‘Oh, I can worry about this later.’ It’s a form of procrastinating. The whole point is knowing that you can make a difference now,” Harris remarked.DeMets also discussed an older couple they met who had been arrested at protests during the Vietnam War and other turn-ing points in the nation’s history, a testament to how powerful civil disobedience can be as a force for change.Currently, the Obama Administration has not made a final decision on the XL pipeline.
like neuroscience at a liberal arts college such as Lawrence. “Being educated at such a liberal place like Lawrence will be a great thing for the world, because that means you have people who accept and understand differences and are skilled in neuroscience, gender studies, writing, international pol-icy, medical anthropology, cultural anthropology, psychology, etc. It is these kinds of people who will make sure neuroscientific data is understood and used well.”Associate Professor of Biology Nancy Wall said that the formal neuroscience major has been a long time coming thanks to consistent student and faculty interest in the discipline. She also echoed Ek-Vasquez’s sentiments about how neuroscience will fit in with the liberal arts at Lawrence.“Maybe we can do this and understand biologically how these things happen and technologically how to make these things hap-pen, [but] where is the humanity in that?” said Wall. “What does it really mean for humanity and our human-ness? What is moral about that? What is ethical about that? And you can’t learn those things in a test tube. Those are things that have to be dealt with through 
deeper meaning and understand-ing and thinking about the human condition and what it means to be human. You can’t learn that just by being a science major.” This idea that students must be in an environment that encour-ages them to be well rounded to be creative and make a difference has also been present in the devel-opment of the concentration in Innovation & Entrepreneurship (I&E). Classes in this concentra-tion teach students how to use the knowledge and skills they’ve gained from their own majors to think in an entrepreneurial fash-ion. Associate Professor of Economics Adam Galambos was one of the main forces behind the I&E program, and he emphasized that in order to be successful in I&E one does not have to create a commercially successful venture. “The goal is much more about the mindset and the approach,” said Galambos. However, he also acknowledged that there are many students who want to pursue commercial ventures, and many of their projects have achieved lasting success beyond the I&E classes, including the Rabbit Gallery and the Lawrence Baroque Ensemble.“It’s important [to have] an equal focus on not-for-profit and for-profit kinds of enterprises, or 
even intrapreneurship, which is being entrepreneurial within the context of an organization,” said Galambos, who added that one of the most recent examples of inra-preneurship in an I&E class is LU Optimizer, a weekend workshop where students propose solutions for some of the major problems facing the university.The Greyfell Theatre Company was another recent project that came out of the part-nership between the Innovation & Entrepreneurship program and the Department of Theatre Arts. Associate Professor of Theatre Tim Troy hopes to continue offer-ing some form of a start-up the-atre course each year. Regarding the universality of a concentration such as I&E, Troy said, “Each disci-pline has its own tradition of inno-vating and gathering social forces to share their insights. Our new I&E program will give students and faculty curricular space to engage the richness of each area of study with a deliberate focus on shared ideas and approaches to solving shared problems, and to promote shared solutions.”“Innovation is an approach applicable to everything, that is what this interdisciplinary pro-gram shows students,” said Will Meadows ’12, who took classes in I&E during his time at Lawrence. “It is a collaborative space to be 
fearless about ideas and their potential. I believe that’s what learning is all about, and the pro-gram has a mindset to apply that directly to experience. Do it, don’t just study it, and do it in a way that creatively challenges whatever field your working in. That is the heart of this program.” Meadows is headed to the Institute of Design at Stanford this coming fall, which is one of the premier innovation-
based graduate programs in the country.To find out more about the neuroscience and I&E pro-grams, please visit their websites, which are www.lawrence.edu/academics/study/neuroscience and go.lawrence.edu/innovation, respectively.
This year, members of the Lawrence branch of Habitat for Humanity are going to Maryville, Tenn. near the Smoky Mountains over Spring Break from March 22 to March 29. There are 30 spots in the trip and some have yet to be filled.On this trip, members of Habitat for Humanity will be working on building a new house, as well as helping with the reno-vation of another house. In addi-tion to this, the group plans to hike in the Smoky Mountains, go 
spelunking and possibly go to the Knoxville Zoo.In previous years, mem-bers of the Lawrence University Habitat for Humanity group have traveled to and worked in Miami, New York, New Orleans and, most recently, Guatemala.In Guatemala, the building of the houses involved using block and cement. This year, the major-ity of materials used will be those found in the U.S., such as wood. The work can be challenging but most students seem to enjoy the challenge of properly building a home, as well as understanding the worldwide issue of poverty.Secretary and Co-Trip Coordinator sophomore Jenni Sefcik describes past experience 
on builds: “When you do a build with them you work with the fam-ily who is going to receive that house. And hearing their stories and how grateful they are really makes you think about the overall issue of poverty.”In Maryville, 15 percent of the population was recorded as being below the poverty line in 2009. 56.9 percent of the families classified as “poor” consist of a female with no partner, while 30.5 percent consist of a family with a married couple. 13 percent are a male with no partner present. The majority of residents of Maryville living below the poverty level are either between the ages of 16 and 24 or under 5 years of age. Those below the poverty level tend to 
live in buildings built before 1950. In the city of Maryville, 77.7 per-cent of people rent rather than own their homes.In the face of a lack of build-ing opportunities during the fall, Habitat focused efforts on expand-ing volunteerism in the communi-ty. This has included volunteering at events hosted by a local affiliate as well as working with the local Habitat for Humanity ReStore.Habitat for Humanity has many of these ReStores, which are nonprofit home-improvement stores and donation centers that sell home maintenance materials and furniture at a lower cost than typical retail prices. Proceeds are used to build homes around the world.
Habitat also hosted the annual Shackathon in Fall Term. This involved several groups on campus building shacks out of recycled materials. Compared to previous years, there was a great participation turnout.The goal of Habitat for Humanity is to eliminate poverty housing and homelessness by pro-viding affordable, simple, decent and stable housing to low-income families who might not be able to afford it, as well as creating a sense of community and hope. Habitat meets on Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the Kramer Room. Spots are still available for the Spring Break trip. Those interested can contact Jenni Sefcik or sophomore Mackenzie Rech.
Preview: Habitat for Humanity heads to the Smoky Mountains for service trip
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer
______________________
Neuroscience
Continued from page 1
Courses required for the Neuroscience major
• BIOL 170: Experimental Design and Analysis
• BIOL 240: Morphogenesis of the Vertebrates
• BIOL 242: Comparative Physiology
• BIOL 340/Psychology 580: Topics in Neuroscience
• MATH 107 or 117: Elementary Statistics
• PSYC 350: Psychopharmacology and Behavior
• PSYC 290: Developmental Psychopathology
• PSYC 370: Perception
Courses listed under Innovation & Entrepreneurship
• Financial Accounting and Entrepreneurial Ventures  
      (ECON 170)
• In Pursuit of Innovation (ECON 211) 
• Topics in Finance (ECON 295)
• Entrepreneurship and Finance (ECON 425)
• Social Entrepreneurship (GOVT 248)
• The Entrepreneurial Musician (MUEP 280)
• Start-Up Theatre (THAR 255)
Keystone XL
Continued from page 1 still staying around to talk to and actively help other editors.“I was really lucky to have an amazing team, which energized and revitalized this Lawrentian community,” said Lau. Lau also emphasizes that it was important to her to put a face to The Lawrentian, which she did quite literally, instituting the headshots of the writers under every article heading.“It was the most rewarding position I have ever held on cam-pus,” said Lau confidently. Currently, The Lawrentian is welcoming some old faces to new positions.  Junior Emily Zawacki is taking the place of Editor-in-Chief, while junior Nathan Lawrence is assuming the position of Copy Chief.Zawacki has also been on the newspaper staff since her fresh-man year but admits that she never thought she would end up having this much of a role on the paper. When she first got a posi-tion on the Editorial Board fresh-man year, Zawacki recalls posting about it on Facebook.
“I remember my mom com-mented, ‘Watch over the next four years how your name will rise to the top.’ I never thought it would be like that. Just being about to fill those shoes, it is a lot to hold there.”Zawacki commends Lau for her work on the paper and is ready to focus on the content of the paper in hopes of making The 
Lawrentian more of a presence on campus. Zawacki admits that, while taking on the EIC position while having an early morning Thursday class in not an ideal sit-uation, she is willing to lose some sleep for The Lawrentian. “It took a while for me to find my spot [at Lawrence] and 
The Lawrentian was like that one bright spot from early on. So I am so happy that I keep doing what I love,” admits Zawacki.
The Lawrentian editorial cycle runs from Spring Term to Winter Term of the following year.
Lawrentian
Continued from page 1
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The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Specht Pages
Kevin Specht
Columnist
____________________________________
Surviving Tenth Week
Chocolate Mug CakeDo you need something to get you through finals Reading Period? Treat yourself to a vegan chocolate mug cake that actu-ally has a cakey crumb and only takes a few minutes to prepare and cook. It has no milk, butter or eggs.
InstructionsUse a large microwaveable mug. Put the dry ingredients in the mug and gently mix. You can add the chocolate chips now or place them on top of the cake to melt after it is cooked. Add the oil and vanilla. In a cup, mix the water and vinegar. Pour the water over the dry ingredients and mix thoroughly until smooth. Cook in the microwave for about 1 minute and 30 seconds. Do not overcook, or it will be rubbery. Watch the cake carefully and stop the micro-wave briefly if it is overflowing. Add milk, cream, frosting, choco-late, Nutella, whipped cream or any other topping you wish to include. The originator of this reci-pe, the blogger “Sweet Little Bluebird,” uses a more complex mixing method. She makes three dents in the dry ingredients and puts vanilla in the first dent, oil in the second and vinegar in the third. Then, she pours water on top and mixes until smooth. I have made the cake without this meth-od and it has worked fine.
Overnight No-cook OatmealAre you running out of meal swipes? If you want a filling, healthy breakfast that will last you through tough morning classes or studying, try this oatmeal recipe. It only takes the time required to put the ingredients together and shake.
InstructionsIn a small sealable jar, com-bine oats, milk, yogurt, spices and salt. Seal jar with lid and shake well. Refrigerate jar overnight. In the morning, put fresh or dried fruit as well as some honey and dig in!
 Dining in Dairyland
Finals Food
Are you running on empty? Do you need some encourage-ment to survive during this final sprint to the finish? Hello, and welcome to Specht Pages, the true and supreme voice of Lawrence University. In this celebratory 38th issue, we will help you com-plete Winter Term with grace and style. So sit back, relax and allow Specht Pages to sustain you dur-ing these trying times.First off, if you haven’t already begun working on your final proj-ects or studying for your final exams, it’s time to put down this piece of Lawrence-issued propa-ganda and metaphorically hit the books. If this applies to you, that explains why you have enough time to even read a newspaper.Secondly, for the sake of your roommate, classmates and the general image of our high-cali-ber university, we would recom-mend that you continue regular hygiene maintenance in some form. Perhaps, if you find yourself without time to brush your teeth, you can simply gargle mouthwash on your way to class. If your hair is getting too greasy for public view-ing from not showering in days, feel free to wear a hat all day or simply cut it all off. Additionally, if you don’t have time to shower, be sure to carry deodorant with you at all times. In a pinch, you can use Febreze, baking soda or even Windex to mask your musk. If you don’t have time to do laundry, be 
sure to hang up all clothes that you wear—that way, they will air out and be ready to wear again in as little as one day. To make the clothes smell even fresher, you can spray them with Febreze, put dryer sheets in your pockets, aim your fan towards your clothes or dump a pile of baking soda in your closet to help eliminate odors. Finally, when you wash your hands after using the facilities, be sure to wash up to your forearm and quickly scrub your face with the paper towel you used to dry your hands. Do you need ways to expel your frustrations and stress? Consider smashing an ice cream cone on a friend’s head. The stress will literally melt away as the ice cream melts down into the small of your friend’s back. Alternatively, you could walk around with a bag over your head until people notice you and begin to care.Do you need an extension on an assignment? Some professors will give you one, but be sure to only provide the facts when you send the email. Do not include excuses, no matter how true, that no one believes or cares about. Also exclude apologies since professors do not take personal offense at late assignments. A sample email would be:
Dear Professor Pages,
Because of my irresponsibil-
ity and procrastination, I have not 
completed my assignment. I would 
appreciate an extension on my 
QUESTION 
MARK
Stress has been a concern at each institution I have worked for, and it is a presence in all of our lives at some level. We hope that a Lawrence expe-rience will provide the tools for each of us to gain a bit of balance. I asked Erin Buenzli, director of wellness and rec-reation, to share our approach to stress management at Lawrence, and the services we offer to support our students, faculty and staff:“Stress can be positive and negative, but most of us think about the overwhelming stress rather than the energy it creates within us. When stress becomes overwhelming and we are no longer able to successfully deal with it is when it becomes a problem both physically and mentally. Our approach is two-fold: Educate students, faculty and staff to become aware of 
how stress affects them physi-cally and mentally, and educate [our community] on positive and effective ways to manage and recover from those stress-ful events. Recovery is more important than limiting the amount of stress we encoun-ter. As a health and wellness department, we are continu-ally striving to provide oppor-tunities for members of the LU community to engage in activi-ties that improve their abil-ity to handle and recover from stressful events such as: physi-cal activities classes, providing a safe and confidential environ-ment to empower students to explore personal and interper-sonal concerns, and use of bio-feedback training to help with awareness of how stress affects us physiologically. Information on all of our offerings can be found by visiting the Wellness Center or www.lawrence.edu/students/wellness.”
Susannah 
Miller
Given that the end of the term entails so 
much stress for students, it is an appropriate 
time to ask this question: What is Lawrence 
University’s approach to improving mental 
health and stress management on campus?
See page 10
Do you believe academics at Lawrence University are excessively stressful?
PolLU
To participate in next week’s poll, go to lawrentian.com
Yes, but it is because we 
overbook ourselves or 
procrastinate too much
50%
T h e  F i n a l s ’  W e e k  S u r v i v a l 
B a s k e t :  S o o n  a v a i l a b l e  a t  t h e 
W e l l n e s s  C e n t e r !
Ingredients5 tablespoons flour 4½ tablespoons sugar or honey2 teaspoons dark, unsweetened cocoa powder¼ teaspoon baking sodaChocolate chips (optional)Spices like cinnamon or garam masala (optional)Pinch of salt½ teaspoon white vinegar¼ teaspoon vanilla extract2 teaspoons oil 4½ tablespoons water 
Ingredients½ cup old rolled oats (or any sort other than instant oats)½ cup milk or water
⅓ cup plain yogurt½ teaspoon cinnamon or other spicePinch of salt½ tablespoon honey or other sweetenerA spoonful of nut butter (optional)
Yes, studying here is 
unnecessarily stressful
17%
No, the stress level is 
appropriate for this style 
of education
33%
No, there isn’t much 
stress involved
0%
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Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
and www.nchahockey.org
and are current as of
Mar. 5, 2014.
STANDINGS
The Lawrence University fencing team competed in the Midwest Fencing Conference (MFC) Championships this past weekend at the University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Ind. Competing against teams such as Ohio State, Michigan State and the University of Chicago, the Vikings finished eighth overall, as the women finished seventh and the men eleventh. Lawrence maintained a high level of competition throughout the long weekend. “Fencing is a sport in which mental strength is arguably more important than physical strength,” said freshman 
Megan DeCleene. “It takes quite the group of intelligent individu-als to fence as well as we did.”  The men’s team had a strong performance in the sabre and fin-ished fourth. The men won against Bowling Green 5-0 and against Detroit Mercy 5-2. Notre Dame then beat the Vikings 5-1 in the semifinals. Finally, Cleveland State won 5-4 in the third-place match, leaving the Vikings in fourth place. Despite losing to Wayne State 5-1 in the first round, Lawrence was also able to finish ninth in the men’s épée by defeating Michigan State 5-4, Bradley 5-1 and Illinois 5-2. Indiana University eliminated the men’s foil in the play-in round by the score of 5-4. On the indi-vidual level, junior Graham Jones took tenth place in sabre, sopho-more Jacob Hodges placed 18th in foil and sophomore Moses Zarkin-
Scott grabbed 24th in épée.  The women maintained a strong performance throughout the tournament. In the sabre com-petition, the Vikings started out strong with a 5-0 win over the University of Chicago and a 5-3 quarterfinal win against Michigan. They lost, however, 5-0 to Notre Dame in the semifinals and 5-0 against Northwestern in the third place, settling for fourth place once again. In épée, the women beat Detroit Mercy 5-2 in the first round, before losing to Ohio State 5-0 in the quarterfinals. The Vikings then lost to Michigan 5-4 in the consolation round, but were able to rebound and beat Wayne State 5-3 to capture seventh place. The women were also able to take eleventh place in sabre. After losing to Michigan State in the 
first round, Lawrence regrouped to win 5-1 against Illinois, then lost to Indiana 5-3 in the semi-finals. They were then able to beat Case Western Reserve 5-3 to take 11th. On the individual level, Mariah Wilkerson took 15th in épée and Shelby Guinn took 26th in sabre.  Overall, the Vikings fencers are proud of their results. “The team had an outstanding perfor-mance overall,” says DeCleene. “From the less experienced squads to the more experienced, each team put forth tremendous effort both physically and mentally.” This week, the Vikings look for-ward to more challenging practic-es as they prepare for the Midwest Fencing Regional Championship at the University of Detroit Mercy on Saturday, March 8. 
Lawrence’s indoor track team hoped to finish the sea-son on a strong note this past weekend when they traveled to Cornell College for the Midwest Conference Championships. The weekend was highlighted by school records set in both the 3000 meters and in the 60 meter hurdles.Lawrence sophomore Cam Davies had the best individual fin-ish when he took first in the 3000-meter event, finishing with a time of 8:46.71. That earned him the new school record, smashing the previous one of 8:50.83 set by Sam Stevens in 2012. Davies also blew away the rest of the compe-tition, finishing nearly seven sec-onds ahead of the second-place runner. Junior Kyle Dockery also finished sixth in the event with a time of 9:10.26.A second school record was set in the 60-meter hurdles by 
sophomore JP Ranumas. Ranumas finished second in the event with a time of 8.66 seconds, just beat-ing the previous school record of 8.67, also set by Ranumas.Other notable finishes on the men’s side came from the distance medley relay team, the 
1600 relay team, and senior Jamie Brisbois. The medley relay team, consisting of seniors Dan Thoresen and Mike Mangian and sophomores Chris Fuelling and Tyler Herman, finished third with a time of 10:44.32. The 1600 relay team, composed of sophomores 
Herman, Mangian, Thoresen and sophomore JP Ranumas,  finished fifth in 3:36.51. Brisbois took fourth place in the 5000 meters, covering the distance in 15:44.85.The men’s team finished eighth out of 10 teams with a total of 44 points.A top finisher for the wom-en’s team was also the distance medley relay team, with members Katherine Dannecker, Kate Kilgus, Liza Girsova and Cora Williams. The team finished fourth in 13:20.90. The 1600 relay team of Girsova, Kilgus, Katie Barie and Anna Bolgrien took seventh in the event with a time of 4:23.90. The top individual runners were fresh-men Kristen Bischel in the 5000 meters and Anna Bolgrien in the 800. Bischel finished seventh in 19:26.75 while Bolgrien also took seventh in 2:26.37The women’s team finished ninth out of 10 teams with 14 points.Monmouth College swept the Conference Championships with top finishes by both their men and women’s teams.
Davies, Ranumas set records at Championships
Sophomore Tyler Herman helped two relay teams to top-five finishes this weekend.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
It was quite the busy week-end for the men’s tennis team as they traveled to Illinois to take on Knox College and Monmouth College in Midwest Conference play. Their competition began on Saturday, March 1 at 9 a.m. in Galesburg, Ill., as they took on the Knox Prairie Fire.  Leading the way for the 
Vikings was sophomore Ethan Perushek. He had a rough first match, losing to Dustin Loch of Knox 7-6 after a tiebreaker, but quickly came back to win the sec-ond set 7-6 after another tiebreak-er. Neck-and-neck with his oppo-nent, Perushek and Loch were again tied 4-4 in the third set. Perushek was able to pull ahead and win the final two games for the Vikings. Freshmen David Jumes and Sam Weiner also picked up singles victories for Lawrence in match 
No. 2 and No. 5, respectively. Jumes and Weiner later paired up for doubles competition along with Perushek and sophomore Adam Busch. These pairings won doubles matches No. 2 and No. 3 for the Vikings, giving Lawrence a 2-1 lead in the match after dou-bles play was completed. The day ended with the Vikings narrowly defeating the Prairie Fire, 5-4.  Competition resumed later in the day with the Vikings tak-ing on the Monmouth College Fighting Scots. Proving to be very 
tough competition, the Scots were unstoppable in both doubles and singles play. Jumes played in the second match against the Scots’ David Stewart. Able to pick up two wins out of 12, Jumes exhibited a great effort against his tough com-petitor, winning by the final scores of 6-0, 6-2. Additionally, senior Jeremy Andereck notched three victories out of 12 matches. Doubles was equally hard for the Vikings, who were only able to win three out of the 24 games played. Andereck and sophomore 
Brian DeCorte picked up one of those wins in match No. 1, while Jumes and Weiner picked up the other two in the next match. The Scots shut out the Vikings by a final score of 9-0 in doubles com-petition. The Vikings drove home with one win and one loss, bring-ing their overall record to 2-4. Lawrence will travel to Grinnell on Saturday, March 8, where they will face Grinnell College and Hastings College. 
    Jenny Angeli
     Staff Writer
______________________
Fencing team finishes eighth at MFC Championships
   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
_____________________
School             Conf. Overall
MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert*  18-0 22-1
Grinnell*  13-5 18-5
Ripon*  12-6 15-8
Carroll*  12-6 15-8
Lawrence 10-8 12-11
Illinois Col. 9-9 13-10
Beloit 7-11 9-14
Lake Forest 7-11 8-15
Cornell 6-12 9-14
Monmouth 5-13 6-17
Knox 0-18 1-22
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Cornell*  16-2 20-3
St. Norbert* 16-2 19-4
Monmouth*  14-4 18-5
Carroll*  12-6 15-8
Illinois Col. 10-8 12-11
Ripon 10-8 10-13
Beloit 7-11 7-16
Lake Forest 7-11 7-16
Knox 4-14 6-17
Grinnell 2-16 3-20
Lawrence 1-17 3-20
HOCKEY
Pts.
St. Norbert* 16-2   32
Adrian* 14-1-3   31
St. Scholastica* 10-5-3   23
Lake Forest* 11-7   22
Marian* 10-7-1   21
Concordia* 7-9-2   16
MSOE* 6-12   12
Lawrence* 5-12-1   11
Northland 4-14    8
Finlandia 2-16    4
* - Qualified for Conference   
Tournament
BY  THE 
NUMB3RS
1,075
Fencing team 
points at MFC 
Championships
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
Men’s tennis team edges Knox, shut out by Monmouth
Term  Course  Offense   SectionSpring 2013 HIST 460  Plagairism on paper  Zero on assignment, two letter grade          reduction in the courseFall 2013  MURP 271  Plagiarism on paper  Zero on assignment, one letter grade          reduction in the courseFall 2013  MURP 271  Plagiarism on paper  Zero on assignment, educational sanctionFall 2013  HIST 160  Plagiarism on exam  Zero on assignment, two letter grade          reduction in the courseFall 2013  FRST 100  Forgery   Zero on assignment, warningWinter 2014 MUHI 202  Plagiarism on paper  Zero on assignment, on eletter grade          reduction in the courseWinter 2014 GEST 100  Plagiarism on paper  Zero on assignment, one letter grade          reduction in the courseWinter 2014 GOVT 365  Violation of exam  Zero on assignment, on letter grade       parameters  reduction in the course
HONOR COUNCIL CASES
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On Nov. 2, 2013, Miami Dolphins right tackle Jonathan Martin walked away from his team, citing severe bullying from fellow lineman Richie Incognito as the reason for his departure. To read the first article on the Incognito bullying scandal, refer to the Nov. 15, 2013 issue of The 
Lawrentian.Since this date, an abundance of developments have compli-cated this national sports saga. Many of these developments are centered around a report com-missioned by the NFL on Nov. 6. Ted Wells, a distinguished crim-inal attorney, was hired by the league to complete an investiga-tion and written report on the potential bullying and harassment that occurred within the Miami Dolphins organization.Wells’ report was released to the public on Feb. 14, 2014. As expected, the Wells report indi-cates strong evidence supporting claims of bullying from Incognito towards Martin. On top of that, Wells’ investigation revealed a few previously unknown factors.1. Martin’s interactions with Incognito displayed many charac-teristics of a bully-victim relation-ship. Incognito has consistently argued that both he and Martin made derogatory remarks and used the same racial slurs, saying at one point, “That’s how we com-municated, that’s how our friend-ship was.” However, the Wells report states that it is common for victims of bullying to adopt the instigators’ aggressive behavior as a defense mechanism.
2. Martin was not the only member of the team who was harassed. Another, unnamed offensive lineman and a mem-ber of the Dolphins training staff experienced similar treatment.3. While Incognito was the main perpetrator of bullying, he was not the only one. Fellow offensive linemen Mike Pouncey and John Jerry, along with offen-sive line coach Jim Turner, all displayed “a pattern of harass-ment.” The report also claims that the three individuals often acted together to target the aforemen-tioned individuals.Following the report’s release, Incognito returned to the forefront of sports news. It is still unclear how the Dolphins organi-zation and the NFL are planning to respond to the Wells report. Both have expressed the desire to fos-ter a more professional environ-ment on and off the field.Meanwhile, the details of the report are still being reviewed, and even challenged by some. Dolphins owner Stephen Ross found the report “deeply dis-turbing” and vowed to “address the issue forcefully.” However, Incognito’s lawyer, Mark Schamel, described the report as being “replete with errors.” In addition, several Dolphins players have voiced their continued support of Incognito. The wide array of responses to the Wells report cul-minated on Feb. 27, 2014, when Incognito smashed the front of his Ferrari with a baseball bat in front of his Scottsdale, Ariz. home.Shortly after that, Incognito checked himself into a rehabilita-tion facility. When asked about the incident, Incognito said, “Oh that 
New developments in 
Richie Incognito saga
Athletes of the Week
By: Amanda Ollerer
Sophomore Cam Davies set a school 
record of 8:50.83 in the 3000 meters 
on Saturday, March 1 at the Midwest 
Conference Championships at Cornell 
College. He set a new school record of 
8:46.71, which surpassed the previous 
record of 8:50.83, set in 2012 by Sam 
Stevens
1. What was your favorite part of 
conference?I really enjoyed trash-talking Sam Stevens after breaking his school record. He deserved it. He’s kind of a goober.
2. How did it feel to break the 
school record and grab first place 
in conference?It hurt. A lot. But after the pain sub-sided, it felt amazing. I felt like I could do anything. Then the pain came back and I thought I was going to puke. But then it went away again and I ate some granola.
3. If you could sit down and eat with a famous runner, who would it be and why?I would really want to have brunch with Bill Rodgers. I once read that he puts peanut butter on his eggs. That sounds delicious. We’d go to the Commons and split some Cocoa Munchies, then complain about the weather. I’m sure it’d be wonderful.
4. Who is the most important person in your running career?Curran Carlile. He is my rock. He’s the wind beneath my wings. [...] Everytime I’m running a really tough workout, I think, “What would Curran do?” So then I stop what I’m doing and start skateboarding.
Senior Mariah Wilkerson was one 
of the top finishers last weekend 
at the Midwest Fencing Conference 
Championships at the University 
of Notre Dame. She was 5-1 in her 
play pool, and advanced to the 
round of 16. She was eliminated by 
Dina Bazarbayeva of Northwestern 
University, who ended up winning the 
championship. 
1. What got you started fencing?Even though I started fencing in high school, I never considered myself an athlete until I started fencing at Lawrence. A high school friend introduced me to fencing before col-lege, but I never really took the sport that seriously, and never bothered to learn that much. When I came to Lawrence, I was looking for a group of people or an activity that I could join beyond the few friends I had made at welcome week. I saw that the fencing team had beginner classes and I thought, why not? I started to admire the fencers already on the team because they were showing their dedication to the sport by taking time out of their practice to help run the beginner classes. After those few beginner classes, I fell in love with not only the sport, but the people.
2. What do you do to prepare yourself for a big match?I turn to my teammates and squad mates to help me prepare for an intense bout. I get really bad nerves before big matches, which makes it really hard for me to focus. I have difficulty remembering strategies and rely on a safety net of techniques that usually don’t work against experienced fencers. My teammates are really good about calming me down and reminding me to focus on taking the bout “one point at a time” and to be present in the moment. And while they can’t prevent every silly mis-take I might make, they can help me overcome my nerves so that I can prevent those mistakes. When the nerves start to get the best of me, my teammates remind me to take deep breaths, focus and to fence intelligently. 
3. If you could sit down and eat with a famous fencer, who would it be and why?If I could have lunch with a famous fencer, it would be U.S. Olympic fencer Maya Lawrence. Lawrence suffered through two ACL injuries, preventing her from qualifying for the 2008 Beijing Olympics, but she managed to overcome those injuries and not only qualify for the 2012 London Olympics, but also take bronze in the team event. I also really admire her patience in fencing—her strategy does not rely on fancy tricks, but rather a mastery of basics and patience.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Mariah Wilkerson: Fencing
Cam Davies: Indoor Track & Field
  Erik Soderlund
   Staff Writer
______________________
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Mariah Wilkerson (left) in practice.
Photo provided
See page 11
Zach Ben-Amots
 Staff Writer
______________________
LU Intramurals: Week 6
Volleyball:A dramatic ending to the vol-leyball season saw No. 1 playing No. 2 in an all-or-nothing match. The Dirty Sets, led by seniors Taylor Tomaszewski and Nick Barrett, have been impressive all season, playing the majority of matches with just two players. Porky’s Groove Machine, who was a force all season, aimed to break their second-place curse and found themselves once again in a position to take home the title. Porky’s, with the return of their best player, senior Casey Frenz, took a convincing lead early in the first set. The Dirty Sets were near a comeback towards the end, but Porky’s held them off to take a 1-0 lead. With some spectacular serv-ing by Tomaszewski, The Dirty Sets won the second set, leaving a dramatic third to showcase some amazing rallies, spikes and heart-breaks. Porky’s Groove Machine lost in the final set 15-17, placing second for the third time in their tenure. 
Badminton: In the badminton tournament it was a complete show of domina-
tion all season long by Two Birds, One Stone. Sophomore team members Aaron Sutton and Galen Dods went undefeated through the season with a 10-0 record, never letting off the pedal in the finals. Cowards 2.0 pulled off a dramatic upset, beating Birdies in the quarterfinals two straight sets, before falling in the semis to the unbeatable Two Birds, One Stone.The all girls team, Smashers, with juniorDani Glass and sopho-more Katie Frankel were relent-less in the final. Man Wolf’s, who performed at a high level all sea-son as well, conceded the win to Smashers in the semifinal after beating Kari’s Homecooking in the quarters. The Smashers advanced to the championship with the vic-tory. However, as done all sea-son, Two Birds, One Stone elevat-ed their game for the occasion, crushing all doubt by eliminating the opponent in two straight sets, thus capturing the title.  
Basketball:On top of the leader board all season, it seemed unlikely that anyone could touch Hannah Montana, especially in the play-offs. Last week’s round of play, however, proved everyone in the tournament can play ball well. Da Glorius Too Fresh Crew took down goliath Hannah Montana, claiming a six-point victory and the title. 
Soccer:
- Playoff Prediction -The Lucky Strikes have been this year’s favorites from the get-go. Although they have been cursed in the finals, as Porky’s Groove Machine has in the vol-leyball tournament, this year feels different. Last week, the Lucky 
Strikes showed their superiority as they beat third place Cobra in a fast-paced match, followed by another win against the OFFL All-Stars in one of the best intramu-ral games in tournament history. OFFL All-Stars shocked and awed as they put on a show, pressur-ing the Lucky Strikes. Keeping 
their composure, however, Lucky Strikes kept their unbeaten streak going with a 6-5 victory.My prediction is that Lucky Strikes overcome OFFL All-Stars once again, but with a final score of 7-4. 
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Thoughts from a seventh year: The 
recession and its effect on campus
#BacktotheBronx brings New York 
City perspective to Lawrence 
Summer jobs provide work experience and new perspectives
Though it may be hard to believe now, with persistent freezing temperatures and stubborn snow piled on the ground, sum-mer is fast approaching and with it numer-ous employment opportunities. Lawrence offers several different types of summer jobs, ranging from painting the walls in the dorms to manning the info desk, and many students take advantage of the chance to stay on campus during the summer months and make money. Senior Claire Bassett found her sum-mer job at Lawrence immensely beneficial in a number of ways. “Although I did not realize it initially, I am in a major transi-tional phase, from college to the workforce, and my summer employment has provided me with a bridge into employment.” Bassett has stayed to work on campus every sum-mer of her college career and has worked as the circulation desk assistant at the library and as office assistant and tour guide in the 
admissions office. “For each department, I had excellent and very different oppor-tunities in terms of responsibilities and work environments. In turn I developed a wide range of communication skills and administrative practice that I can take with me into the professional workplace after I graduate.” Other students value the opportunity to see Lawrence in a different light, removed from the hustle and bustle of the regu-lar school year. “The classes and the busy environment create the stress and strain I feel during the term, not the campus itself. I have actually found that I am fonder of Lawrence now that I have spent less stress-ful time here than I have since my fresh-man year,” said senior Dakota Williams, who worked as a Summer Circulation and Archives Assistant in the library. With little to do on campus besides work, many students relish the free time they don’t normally get during the year. Senior Liz Vidulich worked from only 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in her position as an info desk worker the summer after her sophomore 
year. “The first summer I was here, a bunch of my friends stayed as well. We spent a lot of time together and didn’t have a lot of obligations outside of work, so we had a lot of time to do whatever we wanted,” she said. “It’s kind of a microcosm of campus, you get people who you wouldn’t have nec-essarily known, but since it’s like a tenth of who’s normally on campus, you get to know them better.” Other students enjoyed cultivating friendships with faculty and staff. “I highly enjoyed working with the Lawrence fac-ulty and staff this past summer. They make Lawrence Lawrence, even when most of the students are not here,” said Williams. Bassett found that the relationships she made with faculty and staff changed her perception of Lawrence. “I have seen Lawrence from a different angle and have come to appreciate its excellence, in large part as the result of a staff who works year-round to support our student body.”The jobs available to students are not limited to campus. Vidulich worked as an intern at the Sexual Assault Crisis Center 
of the Fox Cities last summer. “I spent most of the summer developing a curriculum on bystander intervention, but then I also just did basic intern things.” She was then able to bring the curriculum she developed back to campus for the use of the Sexual Harassment and Assault Resource Board.The one thing that students find most inconvenient about staying on campus for the summer is food. “The café and the Commons aren’t an option in the summer,” said sophomore Alex Damisch, who worked as a Student Summer Multimedia Specialist. Williams added, “Due to the campus center being closed for most of the summer and quite expensive without a meal plan other-wise, one must cook for themselves during the summer.” Although there were available kitchens to use in Hiett, they would often be busy because of the number of student workers staying there. Despite the difficulty finding food, Damisch said, “experiencing Lawrence in the nice weather was always a plus!” 
When I think of the events that will define people of college age, I think of Sept. 11, the election of Barack Obama and the Recession. There are, of course, numer-ous other events with varying degrees of national and international significance that have occurred in the 20 or so years of our lives, but those three stick out has having left the most indelible marks on the psyches of Americans.  The Recession, being the most recent, created perhaps the largest reverberations of any of the three today, especially on a lib-eral arts college campus, because we have come of college-age in an era of very uncer-tain financial stability. We’ve witnessed bailouts of previously thriving industries, seen the U.S.’s credit rating downgraded from AAA to AA and many of us have per-sonally felt the effects of spending cuts in areas like the arts and education. It hasn’t been a particularly secure few years, to put it mildly, so it should come as no surprise that Max Feldkamp, super-super-super senior extraordinaire in his seventh year on campus, has noticed that the Recession has been felt on campus in ways large and small. The first and most obvious are the huge winter breaks. The placement and length of the winter break are the results of the desire to save money in heating costs in the coldest months. If students aren’t on campus the entire month of December, then the school doesn’t have to heat many of the buildings, especially dorms. Before, the terms “didn’t start until the very end of September” and then would be “done around Christmas, like the aver-age school, then [we’d] have a break until early January,” said Feldkamp. Funnily, said Feldkamp, the administration, “didn’t even know if it would work, if having the longer break would save money. It must have, though, because they’ve kept it.” The rearranged academic calendar has had effects on more than just the heating bill. Feldkamp said, “The official word is that the terms aren’t more compressed than they were before, but in reality they are. We used to have longer reading periods, for one thing.” In fact, reading periods before finals lasted for three days, instead of two, from Saturday to Monday. Then the entire rest of 
that week, Tuesday to Friday, were reserved for finals rather than the shortened Monday to Wednesday we know now. “The other way Lawrence has tried to pick up the slack created by the Recession has been in larger class sizes. Both the current senior and freshman classes are of record size and they’re “on campus at the same time!” Lawrence’s endowment “is not as big as they would like, so having larger classes helps keep the school comfortable financially,” said Feldkamp.Perhaps it is a combination of the larg-er student population, higher-paced aca-demic calendar and insecurity wrought by the Recession that has led to the most sub-tle but insidious change Max has noticed come over campus since 2007, when it began: anxiety.“Every year, I see more and more peo-ple in aural skills of all things, a one unit class, in tears because they’re not getting an A. And when I was taking it, the mental-ity was, ‘Ok, we’re going to do well. We’re going to do our best here. But if I don’t get an A, such is life.’”Feldkamp sees direct ties between the Recession and this new, higher-stakes, higher-stress mood on campus. “Though we may feel like we’re half-way out of the woods, the psychological damage of the Recession, if you will, has been done. I think that, especially being a small liberal arts college, we feel very insecure as to our own self-worth. I mean that collectively and as individuals.”Feldkamp remembers his freshman or sophomore Convocation series as a tes-tament to this insecurity. That year, “the entire convo series was an attempt to jus-tify the worth of a liberal arts education. We still do that to a large extent with all the chest thumping and saying, ‘Yeah, we’re awesome.’ We’re desperate for this reassur-ance that we’ll get the job, that we’re more adaptable than other people. Looking back, it all seems very insecure.”All of this is despite the fact that Lawrence has a great track record of suc-cessful graduates who go on to earn more than graduates from any other college in Wisconsin. Today’s college students have a lot going up against them, from the psycho-logical reverberations of the Recession to a fast-paced schedule. The trick is in how we deal with it. 
Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor 
______________________________________________
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer 
______________________________
This term, Lawrence has gained a powerful new voice on WLFM with “#BacktotheBronx.” Juniors Andre Augustine, Brienne Colston and Jazmin Astwood-Padilla are bringing a taste of their home borough to students while open-ing up dialogues about complicated and important topics like race and sexuality. “I saw WLFM as a platform that wasn’t really being used,” said Augustine. “I thought it would be fun to talk about different things that are happening on campus, and we’re friends so we always talk about different issues and funny stuff that happens all the time.”But getting the show off the ground was still a challenge. “We were constantly harassing Andre, like, ‘Did you send the email, did you get the email!’” Astwood-Padilla joked. But once the show got off the ground, the trio was pleased to find that “It’s been a joy ride, honestly. We’ve gar-nered so much support from the broader campus, we have a Facebook page and it’s become this thing that people use as a study break, they tune in with their friends,” said Astwood-Padilla. Augustine added another benefit for the three, stating, “Because it’s an online platform, people from New York, where we’re from, get to tune in and listen, too. That’s also been great, to have [friends from the Bronx] being able to learn about what happens here at Lawrence and get that perspective.”And the three aren’t just exposing their hometown to life at Lawrence, but are attempting to bring some of the Bronx to the Midwest. They have one segment, done by Colston, called the “#BacktotheBronx dictionary.” “It started because we realized that Brienne, our co-host, likes to make up a lot of words,” Augustine elaborated. “Or she uses words that are not common in the Midwest, but are very common on the east coast,” Astwood-Padilla contin-ued. “So we always have a section where we really break those down and Brienne has to, like, define the words. We have a whole list of words that she uses that a lot of people don’t know.” In addition, the co-hosts always reserve time at the end of the hour for people to call in, do shout-outs and generally get their listeners more involved.
The inclusion of this latter segment goes back to the overall goal the three have for their show. Augustine explained that the ongoing mission is “to try to address issues that really [aren’t] talked about on campus and to use that platform to really talk about those issues and get in-depth. Also, to get other people’s perspective on [these issues] by using the Facebook page and people calling in just to talk about these different things. Really, it’s addressing issues like race and sexuality and all that type of stuff that happens on campus.”The highlight for the show that Astwood-Padilla and Augustine immediate-ly agreed on was their interview with LUCC President-elect Jack Canfield, an interview that reinforced their overall goal. Augustine explained further why this segment stood out, saying, “I feel like a lot of people didn’t know a lot about Jack and they didn’t really know what his views were or his goals as president. It gave him a chance to really answer some of our questions about diver-sity and such from us and the people on the Facebook page. I think that [we] and a lot of people were able to get a sense of who he was as a person and how he’s going to be as a president.” Astwood-Padilla concurred, elaborating, “Now people know him, it’s not just this perception of someone you have because they’re an athlete, or you know they’re in the Con and they’re a science major. Now they have a more in-depth view to him and what he stands for.” When asked who they would like to have on their show next, the two agreed they would love to have a similarly open and honest dialogue with President Burstein. In addition, Augustine is organizing a panel to discuss men of color on campus, and the three hosts are planning a “Bronx day.” The goal, Astwood explained, would be “to get all the Lawrence students that are from the Bronx on our show at one time. We know a lot of them, but getting them all there would be amazing.”With lots to look forward to in the coming term, a commitment to remain-ing honest and true to themselves, and an emphasis on getting listeners to “join the conversation,” as Augustine put it, this certainly won’t be the last you hear about “#BacktotheBronx.” To get involved and learn more, tune in Mondays from 11 p.m. to midnight, or go to Facebook.com/back-tothebronx.
Mesphina Kudowor
For The Lawrentian
______________________________________________
in their masterful control, intonation and delicacy of this work.
The second half of the program includ-ed another movement from Shaw’s “Partita for 8 Voices,” a piece by Roomful of Teeth singer Eric Dudley entitled “Suonare,” and a work by Rinde Eckert called “Cesca’s View,” 
which highlighted soprano voice Estelí Gomez, particularly in her use of yodeling above the other more rhythmically stable voices. The last few pieces included another 
work by Wells entitled “Otherwise,” which featured the deep bass-baritone voice of Dashon Burton, and Merrill Garbus’ “Quizassa,” which was an upbeat, textured tune that had each of the voices rhythmical-
Roomfull
continued from page 8
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Mondelez International
Annual Revenue
$36 billion
Products sold in Warch
Nabisco products (Oreos, Wheat Thins), 
Premium Saltines, Trident
The Bad News
Contributed to campaign to defeat 
California bill to label genetically modi-
fied foods
The Good News 
Reduced water use 30% from 2005-10, 
2015 target of 15% fewer emissions
Political Campaign Financing
$1.7k to Republicans, $6.5k to 
Democrats
PepsiCo International
Annual Revenue
$43.3 billion
Products sold in Warch
Naked Juice, Pepsi, Mountain Dew, 
Gatorade
The Bad News
Accused in several countries of exac-
erbating water shortages, especially 
through bottled water production
The Good News 
Donated $600 million to non-profit 
agencies through charitiable foundation
Political Campaign Financing
$7.5m to Republicans, $4.2 m to 
Democrats
Mars, Inc.
Annual Revenue
$33 billion
Products sold in Warch
M&Ms, Milky Way, Snickers, Wrigley’s 
Gum, Skittles
The Bad News
Contributed to campaign to defeat 
California bill to label genetically modi-
fied foods
The Good News 
Working to eliminate greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2040
Political Campaign Financing
$163k to Republicans, $109k to 
Democrats
Hershey
Annual Revenue
$5.6 billion
Products sold in Warch
Almond Joy, Kit- Kat, Twizzlers, Hershey 
chocolate bars
The Bad News
Accused in court of using unlawful child 
labor in cocoa production
The Good News 
Sourcing only 100% traceable and sus-
tainable palm oil by 2014
Political Campaign Financing
$217k to Republicans, $60k to 
Democrats
Kellogg
Annual Revenue
$14.197 billion 
Products sold in Warch
Frosted Flakes, K Original, Apple Jacks, 
Raisin Bran
The Bad News
Contributed to campaign against GMO 
labeling
The Good News 
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation focuses 
heavily on providing education and other 
opportunities to impoverished youth.
Political Campaign Financing
$716,600 to Republicans, $675,900 to 
Democrats
Sabra Dipping 
Company, Inc.
Annual Revenue
$90 million 
Products sold in Warch
Sabra Hummus
The Bad News
Sabra’s parent company, the Strauss 
Group, financially supports the Israeli 
military’s Golani and Givati brigades, 
which have been charged with countless 
human rights violations that are illegal 
under international law and condemned 
by the United Nations. Sabra’s other par-
ent company is PepsiCo.
The Good News
Eco-friendly production plants 
Political Campaign Financing
$716,600 to Republicans, $675,900 to 
Democrats
Frito-Lay Inc 
(Owned by PepsiCo)
Annual Revenue
48% of Pepsico revenue
Products sold in Warch
Doritos, Cheetos, Sun Chips, Lays, 
Funyuns, Ruffles, Tostitos, Miss Vickies
The Bad News
Much of the controversy of Frito-Lay 
products surrounds the labeling of these 
products as ‘All-Natural’ when they con-
tain genetically-modified corn and veg-
etable oils.
The Good News 
Working towards diverting at least 99% 
of their waste from landfills.
Political Campaign Financing
$32,500 to Republicans, $22,900 to 
Democrats 
Kraft Foods Group Inc.
Annual Revenue
$18.218 billion
Products sold in Warch
Philadelphia Cream Cheese, Kraft Singles, Oreo
The Bad News
The company is often criticized for the dyes (Yellow 6, Yellow 5) in their Mac and Cheese 
products that allegedly have effects on child behavior. The company’s Kraft Singles 
have also been criticized because less than 51 percent of the product is real cheese. 
Contributed to campaign against GMO labelling.
The Good News 
In 2011, Kraft cancelled its contract with Asia Pulp & Paper, a company which was the 
target of environmental controversy regarding their involvement in the destruction of 
natural habitats in Indonesia’s rainforest.
Political Campaign Financing
$2.7 million to Republicans, $2.3 million to Democrats
The Coca-Cola 
Company
Annual Revenue
$46.854 billion
Products sold in Warch
Monster, Coca-Cola, Peace Tea
The Bad News
The company is responsible for the 
overuse of local water supplies in 
various locations around the world, 
which has compromised the livelihood 
regional farmers and forced closure of 
some plants.
The Good News 
Invested $76 million into organizations 
that support sustainable community 
initiatives.
Political Campaign Financing
$5.7 million to Republicans, $4.8 mil-
lion to Democrats
Thinking ethically about eating corporate foods at WarchWhat are we supporting when we purchase brand-name foods in the campus center corner store? It’s a question many of us may not consider when we swipe away our magic prepaid money, but food corporations are owning increasingly large shares of the market, giving them equally large sway in decisions about how food is sourced and produced. As Wenonah Hauter writes in “Foodopoly,” “The top companies controlled an average of 62.8% 
of the sales of 100 types of groceries.”“Vote with your dollar” is a common rallying cry of modern social progress movements. Concerned groups often boycott companies that are behaving in ways they do not support, believing that reducing companies’ profits, however incrementally, sends a strong signal about proper corporate behavior. Consumers have sent these signals to industries of all kinds, including paper products, clothing 
and manufacturers, but these tactics are perhaps most prevalent with food and bev-erage companies.In that vein, we have collected infor-mation on some of the top food companies sold in our very own corner store. The chart below is not comprehensive. Rather, we have highlighted a few past com-pany actions—both laudable and not—to encourage Lawrentians to start thinking deeper about what their purchasing may 
be supporting. We acknowledge dollar vot-ing is a limited tool, especially at Lawrence, where we pay in money upfront. However, the choices of a collective group add up and can make a real impact.Bon Appétit must balance the prefer-ences of a diverse student body, but it’s our hope that this chart will start us thinking about what brands we choose to collec-tively support.—Chelsea Johnson & Razan Anabtawi
ly interacting individually with one another. After the final piece, the audience was immediately on their feet, whooping and cheering as if it were a rock concert, forc-ing the ensemble to take the stage for an 
encore performance of another movement of Shaw’s Pulitzer Prize-winning work.To sum up the musical and emotion-al moments experienced by the audience would be daunting. It would also not be 
close to a justification of the work done by the singers, directors, master singers and composers who have made this experience possible.Knowing that, Roomful of Teeth 
revealed to us that contemporary music is not for the select few, but can lead us to asking questions about the definition of art, the voice as an instrument and in which directions we can move art.
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On Friday, Feb. 28, a group of students came together to create Bellows of Sound, a visual and musical performance event. It consisted of a variety of instru-mentalists and dancers utilizing a combination of choreography, music-reading and improvisation to create their moving perfor-mance.The performance was held in the Wriston Art Galleries. Holding the concert in this location easily set the mood for the improvisa-tion performance. Artistic photo-graphs taken by Lawrence stu-dents surrounded the performers. The room was stocked full with artistic expression even before the musicians and dancers entered. Throughout the night, a vari-ety of combinations of dancers and instruments filled the room. Often singing was involved; at other times, a rhythmic type of speech filled the air. The beginning and the end of the performance included each of the performers in some way. The show began with the dancers, and 
the musicians eventually came in and joined them, whereas the final song began with just the musi-cians and the dancers entered near the end of the performance. While pieces of both the dance and the music aspects were improvised, everything was con-nected to one another. All of the performers created their own per-formances based off of the move-ments and sounds made by the others.Overall, the performance was highly emotional. While most music holds a more melodic theme, this performance played more upon the emotions of both the audience and the perform-ers. The performers portrayed their own emotions through their music and dance, which then touched upon the emotions of the audience. The dance performers were all involved in Rebecca Salzer’s dance improvisation class taking place this term. While the danc-ers portrayed techniques they had learned in this class throughout the performance, each dancer clearly had his or her own inter-pretation of the music to which they were dancing. Throughout the night, dif-
ferent dancers performed alone and with only one other person, and other times the entire group danced together. In one piece, two of the dancers had total control of the other two’s movements. One of them approached the situation 
in a playful manner similar to a child, while the other’s perfor-mance came across as much more of an exploration. Overall, the performance was incredibly emotional and moving. The performers were clearly in 
touch with their own emotions and were experienced in the art of portraying these feelings to the outside audience. 
In total, Viking Chorale, Cantala and Concert Choir, under the co-direction of Professors Phillip A. Swan and Stephen M. Sieck, performed 19 pieces in more than seven languages, all in less than two hours, in our very own Memorial Chapel. In other words, the choir concert on Friday, Feb. 28 was impressive in many ways.  A portion of Viking Chorale opened the concert with pieces they worked on at a Björklunden retreat, a song based on tradition-al African melodies and a contem-porary piece from a Midwestern 
composer, “Si Si Si” and “Be like the Bird,” respectively. The performance of these two pieces helped to remind us that Björklunden serves not only as a woodsy counterpoint to the Lawrence campus, but also as a fresh context in which to explore the concepts and techniques we learn in Appleton. The remaining members of Viking Chorale joined the stage to finish their set with Howard Hanson’s “Song of Democracy, op. 44.” This piece is based on Walt Whitman’s poetry, and the choir’s power underscored the song’s urging tone for America to value education and the forma-tive potential of its youth. Viking Chorale’s finale was a thought-provoking piece, to say the least.   
Cantala performed next, singing nine pieces. Their set was multifaceted and, at times, profound. Among the nine was a haunting piece, “Seikilos,” by Joanne Metcalf, written in 2011 but based on an ancient Greek text. Lawrence University com-missioned this piece, and Metcalf wrote it with the intent to “cap-ture [Cantala’s] brilliant mode of expression.” Other particularly memo-rable songs include “Warrior,” by Kim Baryluk, and “Sach’idao” from the Georgian suite “Kartlis Hangeb” by Otar Taktakishvili. “Warrior” is devoted to female empowerment. It was written as an artistic response to the mur-
Bellows of Sound features improvisational dance and music
Choir concert provides a preview of 
the upcoming ACDA performances
The movie posters for “Certified Copy” promise a certain type of film experience. The deep reds, the gorgeous Italian scen-ery and the polished features of stars Juliette Binoche and William Shimell suggest a deeply romantic excursion across Italy, a story that is sensuous and passionate, one that leaves the viewer drained of all emotion. “Certified Copy” is not that movie. Or, to be more accurate, it is, but it has zero interest in fol-lowing audience expectations. The film, directed by Iranian director Abbas Kiraostami, who won the Golden Palme at Cannes in 1999 for “Taste of Cherry,” begins in a disarmingly simple way. James Miller, played by Shimell making his film debut, is in Italy to give a lecture about the difference between copies and originals, and whether or not there is any difference at all. As he talks, Binoche, whose charac-ter is never named, listens before leaving early to get her preteen son some food. As he eats, her son teases his mother about her obvious attraction to Shimell, and as a result of his prodding she decides to buy some copies of his book and goes to meet Miller later that day. What starts as a business venture quickly becomes some-thing like a date, with the two exploring the Italian countryside and stopping at a café, where their waitress makes an assumption about them. The way Kiraostami scripts this sequence is almost as an afterthought, with both Shimel and Binoche having a laugh about the mistake. But as soon as they step out of the café door, some-thing, for lack of a better word, happens. Exactly what happens is impossible to explain without 
having seen the film. It can only be said that this is likely not the first time Shimell and Binoche have met, and how exactly real the events that transpire are is left a mystery. Kiraostami’s manipula-tions of reality, and what exactly is real or what Binoche and Shimell are copying, is masterful in how unflashy it is. If you tuned in half-way through, you would think you were watching an entirely differ-ent movie than if you had started at the beginning. However,  despite Kiraostami’s script and master-ful direction, the real power of the movie comes from Binoche. Shimell, despite his best efforts, is obviously an amateur. Though he does give off sensuality, he can’t use it as well as a professional. Someone who knows the power of beauty, such as Johnny Depp, would have been a better choice. It doesn’t matter, though, because Binoche more than picks up the slack. Her performance is one of the best in a career where even her weak moments are other actresses’ defining triumphs. As the nameless antique dealer, she embodies every emotion, from joy to apathy to absolute despair that, even when it’s intentionally theat-ric, is as real as can be. Or is it a copy?  
“Certified Copy” explores 
nature of truth and reality 
Students perform an improvisational music piece in the Wriston Art Galleries.
 Photo by Liz Landes
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
__________________________
     Katie Taber
      Staff Writer
__________________________
     Anastasia Skliarova
      Staff Writer
__________________________
See page 9
Contemporary ensemble Roomful of 
Teeth wows with their vocal prowess
Anybody who thought that the contemporary music audience consisted of roughly five people was not in Memorial Chapel on Wednesday, March 5 night when the cutting-edge vocal ensemble Roomful of Teeth blew listeners away with their extended vocal techniques, mastery of the voice and modern repertoire. Roomful of Teeth was found-ed in 2009 as a vocal project focused on the utilization of non-classical singing techniques such as Tuvan throat singing, yodel-ing, belting, Inuit throat singing, Korean P’ansori and Georgian singing. This group also goes through an ongoing commission-ing project, asking contemporary composers to “create a repertoire without borders” for the group.
In addition to their con-cert, the ensemble worked with Lawrence University choirs, spoke to students in lectures and ques-tion-and-answer sessions, and gave demonstrations in the days prior, talking about the formation of the group and their individual careers as singers, composers, conductors or administrators. The group is made up of eight singers and they meet once a year at the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art to work with composers on the commissioned pieces and have master classes with teachers of non-classical techniques, organized by artistic director Brad Wells.The concert opened with a piece by one of the ensemble’s singers, composer Caroline Shaw. The work performed was the “Allemande” from Shaw’s “Partita for 8 Voices,” a work for which Shaw recently received a Pulitzer 
Prize in Music and is included on the Roomful of Teeth album that received a Grammy for Best Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance.The performance featured works by composers such as Judd Greenstein in “Montmartre,” a piece that uses different tex-tures with a minimalist approach; Sarach Kirkland Snider in “The Orchard,” which featured one of the bass voices; and William Brittelle with his “High Done No Why To,” which was a fun and rhythmic tune that made use of the somewhat incoherent title to create a dialogue between the voices. One of the highlights of this first half was artistic director Brad Wells’ “Render,” which was a hauntingly beautiful work that moved slowly through intricate harmonies with a sense of purity 
See page 6
     Anna Buchholz 
      Staff Writer
________________________
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“American Hustle” has been in theaters for a while now and unfortunately lost all ten of its Oscar nominations. However, despite its lack of success at the awards ceremony, this movie is worth your while.Written by Eric Singer and David Russell and directed by Russell, “American Hustle” takes place in the late 1970s and is loosely based on the FBI ABSCAM operation. Christian Bale and Amy Adams play Riving Rosenfeld and Syndey Prosser, two con artists who, near the start of the movie, are caught by FBI agent Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper) after they attempt to con him through a loan scam. The two begin to work with the FBI and DiMaso in particular in exchange for their release. They begin to set up an elaborate and ambitious sting operation to catch members of Congress and New Jersey Mayor Carmine Polito (Jeremy Renner) receiving bribes, but the opera-tion grows bigger than Rosenfeld had originally intended.The plot itself has been done before. The storyline is quite typical of a crime film, with an emphasis on character study. It is 
the second part of the movie that makes it so successful. Each of the primary roles was taken on by actors and actresses who did the characters proud. There is true depth within the relationships and personal development that is often overlooked in crime films and even films in general. Of the many dazzling per-formances, however, there are a few that stand out. In particu-lar, Jennifer Lawrence, playing Christian Bale’s wife Rosalyn Rosenfeld, captured her character to a tee. Rosenfeld is eccentric, manipulative and rather horrible. She made the audience hate her throughout the entire film. I found myself sitting in awe of Lawrence’s portrayal, especially during her cleaning scene set to “Live and Let Die” by Paul McCartney and Wings. Although Lawrence just missed out on Best Supporting Actress at the Academy Awards, which would have made her the youngest actor to win twice in a row since 1989, she was the win-ner in my mind. Credit must go to Bradley Cooper for a truly detestable por-trayal of DiMaso. I have nothing but respect for an actor who can make you hate his character that much in the span of 138 minutes. Apart from stellar perfor-mances from all primary actors 
and actresses, the soundtrack was the perfect complement to the setting and scenes. In some ways, American Hustle was blessed by its setting in a time period filled with music that is genuinely enjoyable to listen to, especially when accompanied by scenes with truly spectacular cos-tumes. However, props must be given to song selection for scenes like Lawrence’s house cleaning, where her lip-syncing of “Live and Let Die” impresses you with a genuine fear for her sanity with its intense instrumentals and beauti-ful vocals from Paul McCartney. Furthermore, the choice to play “Delilah” by Tom Jones while Mayor Carmine dances with Irving 
SPOTLIGHTARTIST
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In a post-MTV world, the music video has become an art unto itself. It is an essential part of the production process, important both as a way to rep-resent the music and as a way to broaden its appeal emotion-ally, intellectually and artistical-ly. The effect is less narrative-focused than film, but more vis-ceral and striking than music on its own.On Saturday, March 8, senior Sarah Jane Rennick will present “we aren’t pretending anymore,” a solo exhibition of experimental music videos that showcases her personal take on the art form. There will be a screening at 7 p.m. in the Wriston Auditorium, followed by a reception in the Mudd Gallery at the library.The exhibition will feature the music of three Lawrence bands: Snort, Too Many Triangles and Bendata Bendata. It is made up of three music videos and a collection of digi-tal photos and movie stills, all meant to explore the band cul-ture at Lawrence.“Lawrence is a very musi-cally-inclined place to be,” explained Rennick, “and the bulk of my friends are in some sort of a campus band. I don’t 
know, it seemed like the right thing to do. Like, yeah, let’s make these music videos.”Rennick has spent this past term studying music videos in an independent study, observing the clichés and forms used. She expressed admiration for how fast music videos have devel-oped in such a short amount of time to the point where bands are essentially expected to have music videos. For the project, she mixed this with the idea of experimental film, which is meant to challenge our concept of video, perhaps incorporating elements that prevent it from becoming something that we can access on a day-to-day basis. “I really wanted to explore ways to create videos with this really current technology,” said Rennick, “but giving them this highly nostalgic feel harkening back to the origin of the music video, and to the rise of MTV and the 90s where it was at its peak, while also putting my own aes-thetic polish to it.”Thematically, Rennick is highly interested in nostalgia. She also has an interest in the Midwest, which tends to be overlooked in music videos. Rennick described it as a “sort of home camcorder feel.”Rennick took inspiration from various sources in this 
project, careful to hone each video according to the feel of the music. The video for Too Many Triangles, described as “an elec-tronic conglomerate of stuff,” is inspired by the music video for Slothrust’s song “Crockpot,” which incorporates a lot of old VHS-style snow and static. The video for Snort, an instrumen-tal math rock band, is inspired by 90s heyday rock music vid-eos. Bendata Bendata, part of 
the new Emo Revival movement, is inspired by several experi-mental films, notably those by Kenneth Anger.Rennick is a studio art major with an interest in sculpture. She is involved with prop cre-ation and production assistance in many theater performances, as well as being an active mem-ber of Downer Feminist Council.When she graduates, Rennick plans to move to 
Chicago and experiment with the idea of living as an artist and dabbling in the theater world.Those curious to see how music and film benefit each other or those who want to appreciate the impact of music on Lawrence’s campus are by all means encouraged to go and see the ways Rennick has manipu-lated this intriguing artform.
SARAH JANE
RENNICK
Photo provided
“American Hustle” succeeds through 
impressive visuals and character studies
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer
_________________________
Bryan Cebulski
 Staff Writer
_____________________
der of a woman by her stalker, and its lyrics represent a view of feminine metamorphosis, from fear of strength to recognition of the necessity of fortitude. “Sach’idao” stood out because of the unique phonic qualities of the Georgian language and its energy. According to the program notes, this folk song would be per-formed “before a match to get the wrestlers and spectators excit-ed”—in the context of a Lawrence University concert, the vigor of the piece succeeded in exciting the audience, as well. Concert Choir was the last ensemble to perform. Their seven pieces were also diverse and ran the gamut of subjects. Some piec-es were spiritual in nature, others comedic. I found “Priidite, pok-lonimsya” from Rachmaninoff ’s “All-Night Vigil, op. 37” to be par-ticularly passionately performed. “Gai Bintang” was playful and the singers’ stomping accentuated the whimsy of the work. 
The most dramatic of their pieces was “Tutto nel Mondo è Burla” from Giuseppe Verdi’s far-cical opera “Falstaff.” It featured ten student soloists, two wigs, a polished slow-motion fall, many giggles and the undeniable cha-risma of Lawrence’s performers. After the final piece—Adolphus Hailstork’s “The Lord is my Shepherd Alleluia” from “I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes”—a heartfelt standing ovation filled the chapel. The musicians’ work was mara-thon-esque in scope and they per-formed beyond gracefully under the pressure. In addition to sharing the excellence of Lawrence’s choral talent with the community, this concert served as a preview of Cantala and Concert Choir’s per-formances in a conference for the North Central Division of the American Choral Directors Association in Des Moines, Iowa at the end of March. Based on this moving concert, I have no doubt that the Lawrence University choirs’ high standard of musical quality is likely to be accurately and strikingly repre-sented across state borders. 
Choir
continued from page 8
in the cigar room of a restaurant manages to show the warmth and likability of Carmine’s character without hearing him utter a word.Overall, “American Hustle” is a cut above most crime films. While the plot may be a familiar one, the worth of the film is in the character study, the music and 
truly 70s era costumes. The cast assembled for this film will likely stand out in history as a group of exceptionally talented actors, and although the film may not have taken home any Academy Awards, it will certainly remain one of the most popular films of the year.
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“Spiralizer”
-Shana Pike
“If you were 
a kitchen 
item or 
appliance, 
what would 
you be?”
Photo poll by
Will Melnick
“Cheese grater”
-Kevin Marin
“Butcher knife”
-Trevor SpinaPH
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
This final production represents the farewell issue of the dedicated staff members of The Lawrentian 2013-14 Editorial Board. These last 12 pages are the ultimate product of lessons learned 
over the course of countless Wednesday nights filled with frantic editors, faulty printers and late-night 
pizza orders to cure it all. When we first began three terms ago, few could have predicted how our 
young staff would stamp its own mark on over a century of news coverage and opinion articles. As I 
step down to invite seasoned editor Emily Zawacki into the highly deserved position of Editor-in-Chief, 
I am humbled by how my fellow colleagues have been able to shift The Lawrentian from a dependable 
publication into a weekly representation of the collaborative spirit across campus that ultimately fills 
this newspaper’s pages.
            Some of the goals we’ve achieved are obvious: Incorporating writers’ headshots, maintaining 
typographic unity and attaining overall cohesion in design. New features like “Mystery Athlete of the 
Week” and “Question Mark” strove to engage and expand readership. News and Features investigated 
controversial opinions surrounding vandalism in Main Hall, tuition hikes and the first Conservatory 
concert postponement in remembered history. Sports reporters re-counted play-by-plays from the 
bleachers of varsity basketball games and intramural matches. In Arts and Entertainment, we’ve 
spotlighted the creative minds that open our campus galleries and fill concert halls with the highest 
notes of a liberal arts education. Finally, bold editorials consistently generated discussion, in person 
and online, sparking reactions from our own peers and renowned young-adult writers.
            Other points of pride are less tangible. Watching a new photographer see his work on 
the front page for the first time. Editors crowding around a single computer to debate the merits of a 
dropped conjunction in a headline. Seeing the sunrise as we walk back home, feeling confident about 
the issue Lawrentians will read in Andrew Commons in a little over 36 hours. As we transition to a 
new Editorial Board, I have the great fortune of seeing writers I first recruited as News Editor take 
on the responsibility of ensuring students have a strong platform to continue being agents of change 
on this campus. So I challenge the new staff to take this newspaper to new heights. Investigate the 
unknown. Uncover the unconventional. Break from tradition. The pinnacle of The Lawrentian has yet 
to be reached. Fanny LauEditor-in-Chief, 2013-14
Sochi to secession in the Crimean Penninsula
Dear Will,
Although most of these “let-
ters” that you respond to are from 
“freshmen,” I’m a senior who needs 
some advice. I’m starting to really 
get sick of this place, but I don’t 
want to leave Lawrence feeling 
such negative feelings about where 
I’ve spent my last four years. What 
should I do?
Bitter in BrokawDear Bitter,All of last year, I couldn’t have hated Lawrence more. I was fed up with the egotistical professors, the overwhelmingly unreasonable amount of stress, the lack of aid I was receiving and, most of all, the oppressive social dynamics of the community. I was convinced that Lawrence was quite the opposite of a safe, supportive and friendly environment.I’ve been doing some apart-ment-searching the past few weeks, as this is my last term here and I’ll need to move out in a few weeks. After dealing with credit checks, security deposits, creepy landlords and just the general fear of being a real functional adult, I drastically changed my way of thinking about Lawrence.Of course, there are certainly exciting parts of moving on to full adulthood, but right now I can’t bear to think what life outside the Lawrence community is like. Yes, I’ve dealt with the worst here, but I couldn’t have been more wrong about my attitude last year. To be honest, I’ll likely never encounter a place that is as safe, supportive and friendly as Lawrence.
I like to think of this hate-love relationship as similar to leav-ing home after graduating high school. I was horrible to my mom before I left home. I couldn’t wait to get away from that place. But all through freshman and sopho-more year, I was sometimes ter-ribly homesick and couldn’t wait to get home for break.I’m pretty lucky that I’ve realized how much I appreciate Lawrence before I’ve left. I’ve cherished every moment, friend, professor and assignment. Even though this has by far been the most stressful term for me, I real-ize that all of these moments make up the experience that has shaped me intellectually, socially and mentally.You may resent a lot about this place, maybe for years after you leave, but I’m sure that like any big life experience, you’ll eventually understand and be grateful for how transformative your four or five years here have been.A college education is so much more than a series of required classes that you have to take. Unlike anything else in my life, the experiences I’ve had here have challenged and reshaped the deepest parts of my identity. Nobody coming in to Lawrence really fathoms the depth and implications of the transformative nature of this experience.In a few weeks, I won’t get to be challenged in this way. Life will be about bills and work. But I’m so glad that I’ve been able to cherish my last days here because I am aware of the privilege it is to be here. I encourage you to think about how it’s shaped you as a person, so that you soak up all that you can in your last twelve weeks as a Lawrentian.
Some advice for seniors
Will Doreza
Columnist
_________________________
Barely had the Winter Olympics concluded than Russia came under the global spotlight once again. The billions of dollars and seven-year-long effort Russia invested in creating a positive international image have been sent down the drain in less than a week. This seems to be a bizarre move considering how much is at stake for Russia. However, to understand these recent develop-ments, consider how important Ukraine, particularly the Crimean peninsula, is to the former super-power.Two decades after the fall of the USSR, Russia’s foreign policy still depends heavily on its influ-ence over former Soviet states. Any threat to this sphere of influ-ence could drastically reduce Russia’s leverage in the interna-tional political system—a reduc-tion Russia cannot afford given its geopolitical interests.Now consider the recent developments in Ukraine. The ouster of a pro-Russia president in response to his refusal to move 
closer to the EU spells out a clear message: The interim government in Ukraine wants to move out of Russia’s sphere of influence. Vladimir Putin’s government would obviously not be satisfied with this shift in Ukrainian for-eign policy. Further, not only is the turmoil-stricken state moving away from Russia, it is moving toward the West. Increased ties between the West and Ukraine could set an example for other former Soviet states to follow the lead. This would spell disaster for Russia’s foreign policy in that its sphere of influence would be diluted, or perhaps even removed altogeth-er, by Western advances, and it would lose its leverage.These political concerns aren’t the only issues troubling Russia at this point. The Ukraine crisis also brings up the possibil-ity of significant economic detri-ment. A large portion of Russia’s gas passes through Ukraine before it is sent off to the rest of Europe. Having a strong influence on the Ukrainian government assures Russia’s leadership of the secu-rity and affordability of its gas lines. A pro-Europe government could well cause Russia to lose this secure position.
The third major element behind Russia’s bewildering actions is cultural. Crimea, the peninsula in Ukraine that has been held siege by pro-Russian gunmen, holds great importance for Russian society. The penin-sula houses the Cathedral of St. Vladimir, a symbol of the syn-thesis of Byzantine and Slavic civilizations into modern Russia. In addition to the sentimental importance, Crimea is also home to many ethnic Russians, includ-ing Russian citizens and soldiers. In fact, Russians form the majority of the Crimean population. Russia has cited the protection of these individuals as its rationale behind any intervention in Ukraine. However, even though this is Putin’s primary argument, it is probably not his biggest motiva-tion behind the Russian approach to the situation. The possible loss of an ally, the shifting of ideologies from Soviet to Western and the grave impact this change will have on its global influence are much more pressing concerns. Viewing this from Russia’s lens clearly dis-plays why the Putin administra-tion is so desperate to maintain influence over the government in Kiev.
Amaan Khan
Variety Editor 
________________________
article on the top ten most 
painful sleeping locations on cam-
pus.
Love,
KevinAre you finding it impossible to fit in your exercise now that the end of term is crashing down on you? To maintain this area of well-ness in your life, consider running everywhere you go and taking an extra lap around the building when you get there since you’ll 
arrive earlier than you would have if you walked. You can use your backpack as a dumbbell as you walk around and work your biceps. If you’re discrete, you can also do this during lectures. There you have it: a com-prehensive list of ways to survive tenth week. However, beware: finals week will be equally as stressful, so now is the time to start stocking up on Ramen, Febreze and Mountain Dew.“You heard it first from Specht Pages!”
Specht
continued from page 3
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It’s that magical time of the term again when we realize finals are circling like birds of prey. Between classes, jobs, laun-dry and extracurricular activities, most Lawrentians have little time in their schedules. Sleep is unlike-ly. And somehow, through all of this, we still get our work done and remain loyal to our extra-curriculars. Some are impor-tant commitments like sports or ensembles. But I have to ask, do we sign up for too many commitments and clubs? Just how many? Lawrence has around 150 different clubs, sports, musi-cal groups and other sorts of activities. We have a student body of about 1,500. Plainly put, we have 10 students for every club. Of course, we aren’t going to split nicely into groups of 10, and some students participate in a lot of groups while others join few or none.Choosing which groups to join is where most Lawrentians go astray. At the Fall Term activi-ties fair, freshmen sign up for too many things. GLOW is certainly a worthwhile organization, but I’ve never been to a single meeting, and their emails just end up in my trash. Choice is an overwhelm-ing prospect, and the barrage of activities can result in a schedule 
that is too busy or too empty.Even within subcategories of organizations, a number of dif-ferent choices are available. For example, I always think I ought to be more involved with femi-nist organizations on campus. However, I couldn’t make up my mind about which to join. I went to a few DFC meetings, but that wasn’t quite my cup of tea. The Student C o a l i t i o n Against 
Gender-Based Violence seems like a valuable group, and I’m interested in All is One!, but neither fit into my schedule. And of course, all these different choic-es are paralyzing.This overabundance of choice can also have the opposite effect. A good friend of mine isn’t in the Con, but she really loves to sing. 
As a result, she takes voice les-sons and is a part of Cantala and Appletones. While she gets credit for the former two, they are not a part of her major. Meanwhile, she participates in several other activities and rarely has a free moment. It would probably ben-efit her to leave one of them, but she would have to choose which to drop.Neither of these situations, having too many or too few activi-ties, is advisable. Having more time-management help may aid the situation, but who has time for that? Perhaps integrat-ing extracurriculars into Freshmen Studies could be useful. If Freshmen Studies professors and advisors checked in on students’ non-academic lives more often, they could offer guidance on managing extracur-riculars. This may also makeFreshman Studies a bit more useful, and stu-dents involved in an activity they find important will be less likely to transfer.Choice is troublesome. Making tough decisions can be worse than not having a choice at all. We may all find a refresher on time management useful, or campus organizations may need to consolidate. Clubs emerge on campus because of student inter-est, but the number available may be rather ambitious considering Lawrence’s size. However, choos-ing which ones to get rid of would be too difficult when they all seem worthwhile.
“Trash can”
-Gus Murphy
The opinions expressed in 
this section are those of 
the students, faculty and 
community members who 
wrote them. All facts are 
as provided by the authors. 
The Lawrentian does not 
endorse any opinions 
piece except for the staff 
editorial, which represents 
a majority of the editorial 
board. The Lawrentian 
welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions 
using the parameters out-
lined in the masthead.
“Reindeer cookie cutter”
-Liana Råberg
“Spatula”
-Ben Phillips
“A frying pan”
-Anna McMorrow
The Lawrence majors’ 
language barrier
Choose your own extracurricular
Lily Risdall
   Staff Writer 
________________________
I scratched my head over a dimly lit desk at my grandmoth-er’s house over vacation one night, poring over the endless mess of charts and checklists I had made. I was kicking myself for failing to understand the seemingly ele-mentary logic behind figuring out if I could potentially double-major in both government and philoso-phy. It seemed like everything had lined up initially.In the next two trimesters alone, my desire to maximize ful-filling major requirements each term and as early as possible was blocked by scheduling conflicts. I had the raw number of slots, but because the schedule for later tri-mesters is unavailable, I couldn’t tell if double-majoring was fea-sible. And then there were the lan-guage requirements.Filling up a slot each trimes-ter of my plan for next year was an ugly, obstructive foreign language requirement in block lettering. Staring my academic vision in the face were these three classes that were, with conflicts, threatening the eleven class requirement for the government major.I ran conjugations through my head, I tried to say every object near me in French, tried to list the “Dr. and Mrs. P. Vandertramp” verbs, but five credit years of French throughout middle school and high school had simply been drained from my memory over the last two years of my life.The language requirement is, for non-language majors, a seri-ous obstacle. A foreign language class demands of us space in our working memories, time in our day and a few dozen pints of blood when all our other classes feel like they are a massive weight on our shoulders, especially financially. The breakdown in tuition for each class we take is around $4,600. For students who struggle with finances and aren’t studying lan-guage as a major or minor, that 
money is an unfair burden. Learning another lan-guage is a great way to under-stand another culture. We as a school value cultural diversity in our studies. However, the global perspective and diversity requirements already promote this value. Although speaking the language adds a specific dimen-sion of understanding of a culture that is otherwise unobtainable, I believe that a global perspec-tives or diversity requirement is more than enough. We spend a very small fraction of our time here at Lawrence in a classroom. The rest of our waking hours are spent immersed in Lawrence cul-ture, which itself exposes us to the diversity that we value so much. The foreign language require-ments may promote interest in studying abroad or majoring that they otherwise would never dis-cover. Immersion promotes flu-ency far better than an academic setting, but for those of us who do not wish to study abroad or promote our own fluency else-where, language requirements are an unfair burden. If the adminis-tration wants to promote interest in foreign language, at least lessen the course requirements so that those of us who decide early on not to pursue a foreign language are not burdened with a field of study that we hold little or no interest in.Finally, the language require-ments contradict the general goal of college. As a liberal arts school, we value an eclectic approach to our studies. However, we ulti-mately come here to emerge into the adult world as educated and resourceful humans. Nowadays, this means becoming experts in our fields of study and chal-lenging ourselves with mate-rial that will be relevant to our post-graduation career goals. The resources we dedicate to studying a foreign language are resources we could otherwise spend delving into academic topics we’re truly passionate about, resources that the foreign language department shouldn’t have control over.  
Danny Davis
   Staff Writer
________________________
This past weekend, the Lawrence University fencing team traveled to Notre Dame for the D-I Midwest Fencing Conference Championships (MFCC). Yeah, I know. We have a D-I fencing team at Lawrence? It makes sense that most Lawrentians wouldn’t know about us. We don’t have the larg-est budget or flashy competitions on campus. But when a school like Notre Dame shoves us under the rug, it’s disappointing.I’ll explain. Due to the geo-graphical location of Lawrence and fiscal constraints, the fenc-ing team has a limited number of meets they can compete in dur-
ing their season to acquire the necessary number of bouts for Midwest Conference and NCAA regional qualifications. Basically, if we don’t have enough matches, we don’t get a chance to compete later. In past years, these num-bers were acquired through one meet at Notre Dame and one at Northwestern.So when Notre Dame dropped us from their schedule weeks before the DeCicco duels, it really, really sucked. Had it not been for the hard work of our coaches and the generosity of Northwestern to make a place for us to participate in necessary matches, we would have been screwed. A glance at the DeCicco duels schedule eluci-dates our ejection. In Lawrence’s place, both OSU and Penn State are present, two teams that had 
been absent in Notre Dame duels in the past.It makes sense and I can’t fault them for their logic. If you want to have no more than eight schools compete—let’s be real, one more referee is such a hassle—why not kick out the no-name school with about 1,500 students from the middle of Wisconsin? What are they going to do? They don’t have your recognition or resources. Gotta keep up the rankings, am I right?Still, Notre Dame’s decision grated with me because I have certain expectations for what a private higher-education Catholic institution’s primary goals are. My mother works for the University of Incarnate Word, and their goal is to provide a solid and afford-
So long and thanks for all the Fighting Irish
Alan Duff
Opinions & Editorials Editor
_________________________
See page 12
was just me venting, that was self expression, that’s a piece of art. The happiest day of my life was 
when I got that car and now the second happiest day will be when I donate it to charity.” Incognito recently had his suspension lifted by the Miami Dolphins and will be a free agent heading into the 2014-15 NFL season.
Incognito
continued from page 5
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Feb. 14 this year. “It’s technically not a celebra-tion,” said fifth-year senior and member of Amnesty International Katrina Zosseder, “but it’s about coming together to realize this is an issue and we can all work towards ending violence.”Amnesty originally had the idea to do the event last year and approached SigEp because of connections to brothers of the fraternity. President of Amnesty International and sophomore Razan Anabtawi said, “We feel like conversation on sexual assault should include everyone. We wanted to encourage inviting all members of the Lawrence com-munity to participate.” “The idea of having it at SigEp was because I’ve always thought that sexual violence should be more of a topic on campus,” said Zosseder. “I think it’s something that hasn’t been addressed as a whole campus.”“As a fraternity, many young men and women spend time here, so it should be seen as a safe place for those people,” said junior and president of Sigma Phi Epsilon Conor Beaulieu. “We know that one event isn’t going to do that, but it’s more about showing what we stand for and continuing to show that over this event and many more. That’s our goal.”However, many students and student groups did not feel comfortable about the location of the party. Zosseder said that while a number of students who approached her tabling for the Burstein petition didn’t know about the event or the controver-sy, some had specific reasons why they weren’t going to attend. “I think it’s interesting to see the dif-ference in opinion,” said Zosseder, “and I think it’s something that needs to be talked about between different groups.”Downer Feminist Council was asked to support the event by Amnesty International but declined to have their name associated with it. Last week, a heated Facebook comment thread appeared on their group Facebook page regarding the event. 
“One of the main things here is we want to open a dialogue about the topic,” said Beaulieu. “For us, this isn’t about anything but opening those lines of com-munication and showing that we’re on the same page.” DFC and SigEp met for discussion on Tuesday, March 4.Downer Feminist Council’s statement, released exclusive-ly to The Lawrentian by senior Stephanie Courtney, is as follows: “Downer Feminist Council chose to assist monetarily but not officially sponsor the One Billion Rising event because we believe there are certain aspects of the way the event was handled that do not align with One Billion Rising’s mission statement. Perhaps the 
most important part of OBR is that it should be a safe and empower-ing space for survivors of rape, sexual assault and domestic vio-lence. Members of DFC spoke to and were approached by people on campus who were uncomfort-able with the idea of attending an OBR event in a fraternity house, when those houses are particu-larly patriarchal spaces where many women feel unsafe. While obviously no place is going to be trigger-free for everyone and while we appreciate that steps were taken to make the party a safer environment, the idea of an OBR event taking place in a space that could exclude the very people it is supposed to empower is an idea to which we object. We chose to contribute funds because we believe that raising money for Harbor House is always a good cause worth supporting, but reserve our right to not officially sponsor an event we believe could have been handled more thought-fully. We would have been pleased to see SigEp—and any other fra-ternity at Lawrence—cosponsor-ing and organizing an OBR event taking place in a neutral space such as Esch-Hurvis.Although there is on-campus debate on the party’s location, the official One Billion Rising web-site advised independent events to take place in “outside places where you are entitled to justice. This can be anywhere from court houses to your place of employ-ment; police stations to your own home; places of worship to 
school administration buildings or even simply in a public gather-ing space.” Adding to the controver-sy, there have been recent sex-ual assault allegations against a member of the SigEp fraternity. Beaulieu confirmed that the alle-gations do exist but that he has “addressed those personally on a one-on-one basis and I have made it a point to learn all I could about the situation accordingly. I would like to reestablish if that were ever the case for any of our mem-bers they would be dealt with immediately and concisely and would no longer be a member of the fraternity.” “Whether or not the allega-tions are true, people have heard of them, and so if you’re trying to have an event with this kind of positive image and trying to help people, having it somewhere with that kind of reputation is not a good idea,” said sophomore Charlie Martin. “It doesn’t make sense and it isn’t appropriate.”   SigEp and Amnesty have worked to make changes to the party, such as not providing alco-hol, not using a six-man system of security around the house, changing the lighting,and provid-ing music that is not misogynist or offensive to women. They also decorated with posters of various worldwide campaigns for women against sexual assault. “Of course there’s always going to be these rumors float-ing around, and of course there’s always a stigma on fraternities,” said sophomore and SigEp mem-ber Daniel Card. “But we’re trying to show people that this is a dif-ferent fraternity. We’re trying to do something.”“A lot of people don’t under-stand that sexual abuse and sexual assault is a male issue as well. Not just for the women that we care about in our lives, but it should be offensive to every young man that sexual assault happens and we should try to change,” said Beaulieu. “Taking an active stand, actually speaking out, doing these events and making efforts to help is something that’s not just chari-table. It’s something we do for ourselves because this is who we are.” 
Amnesty
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able education to first-generation college students. They help the underdogs rather than kicking them.I had expected the same from Notre Dame, whose “Statement of Principles for Intercollegiate Athletics” commit them “to the unquestioned integrity of its ath-letics programs. All individuals involved, directly or indirectly, in the athletics enterprise must maintain and foster the values and goals associated with the University’s mission as a Catholic institution of higher education [...] Notre Dame espouses Christian values and principles. These include the development of the human person—spirit as well as body—the pursuit of excellence in all endeavors, the nurturing of Christian character and the call to personal integrity and respon-sibility” Therein lies the genesis of my anger. I have no reservations when I say that the Notre Dame athletes whom I interacted with have embodied these principles despite the high stakes that often accompany a sport where the participants beat each other with metal sticks. I wish the same was true for the administrators who seem to care more about numbers than decency. Thank God they are leaving the Midwest Conference.Last year, Notre Dame announced they would be moving 
to the Atlantic Coast Conference while managing to keep their Football team independent. Coincidentally, ESPN noted that “Revenues from the ACC televi-sion deal with ESPN are likely to increase to as much as $18 million per school,” and “that the Notre Dame football TV deal with NBC is worth around $15 million per year.” The ACC offers more cover-age, more money and, of course, rankings, something which Notre Dame seems to think matters only when it applies to them.During the MFCC, one of my teammates was initially seeded 68th in the competition rather than her true ranking of 32nd due to a mix-up with last names. Fortunately, she caught it and reported it to the Notre Dame officials. Unfortunately, they didn’t care and refused to change it. We’re Lawrence University, after all. I like to think that competi-tion and proximity beget coop-eration, as the Olympics’ purpose hints at. It does seem to work when it comes to athletes. I get along with those I fence against, but that message—nor Catholic values, for that matter—doesn’t seem to permeate to the admin-istrative level. So maybe the move will be for the best. If they’re no longer the biggest fish in the pond, they might be forced to adapt. On the bright side, Notre Dame’s departure means the con-ference will need a new location and Lawrence University seems a good enough location for me. 
Irish
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